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ABSTRACT12

Amain objective in aviation technology is the development of efficient cooling techniques for the thermal highly loaded13

engine components. For an optimal design of the cooling mechanisms, the heat transfer characteristics have to be known and14

need to be predictable. In order to cope with an efficiency-driven increase of the turbine entry temperatures, sophisticated15

designs of the turbine blade and duct geometries are indispensable. Relating to the turbine center frame (TCF), which refers16

to the structure connecting the low-pressure and the high-pressure turbine, efficient internal cooling concepts facilitate the17

reduction of coolant consumption at maintained structural integrity. Therefore, reliable models to accurately predict the18

internal flow physics and heat transfer characteristics are prerequisite. Thus, the present work focuses on the experimental19

and numerical investigation of the internal flow field of a scaled and abstracted TCF geometry. The experimental setup20

allows to monitor the thermal boundary conditions as well as the internal flow field by means of 2D2C-PIV. The flow21

physics are studied at two distinct Reynolds numbers. For both Reynolds numbers, experimental and numerical data is22

analyzed in terms of mass flow distribution, velocity and vorticity structures in the most characteristic cross-section of23

the TCF. The experimental results are intended to serve as a reference data set for the validation of the numerical setup.24

An accurate simulation of the intricate flow field is challenging due to a wide range of the flow and vortex structures.25

On this account, an unsteady RANS simulation was performed with ANSYS CFX. Generally, a good agreement between26

CFD and experimental data can be found. Nevertheless, the numerical data shows a dependence on the Reynolds number,27

whereas the experimental data is unrelated for the examined mass flow regimes. This conclusion is then confirmed by the28

PIV measurements. A complex internal flow field is revealed, which is mainly dominated by large-scale vortices and high29

velocity gradients.30

INTRODUCTION31

Modern turbofan engines require advanced approaches to deal with today’s challenges as the preservation of natural32

resources and reduced emission of pollutants are further brought into focus. A common approach to increase propulsion33

efficiency of such systems is to widen the fan diameter and therefore increase the bypass-ratio under the physical limits34

of fan blade tip velocity. Fluid mechanical and structural restrictions determine decreasing rotational speeds at increasing35

diameters. In contrast, the rotational speed of the high pressure section increases as higher overall pressure ratios are36
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continuously improving thermal efficiency. That contradiction leads to further diverging diameters of the high-pressure37

(HP) and low-pressure (LP) turbine sections and more aggressive designs of the connecting static structure, in this study38

referenced as the turbine center frame (TCF). Beyond that, raising turbine entry temperatures follow along with increasing39

overall pressure ratios to maintain maximum specific work of the thermodynamic cycle. In addition to guiding the hot gas40

between HP- and LP-turbines, the TCF incorporates service line channels and transfers structural loads. Comprehensive41

research has already been carried out to analyse different TCF geometries, focusing mainly on the aerodynamics and heat42

transfer characteristics of the hot gas path. Amongst others, experimental facilities to examine the respective properties have43

been built in Graz, Oxford and Chalmers. At Graz University, Santner et al. (2011) studied the aerodynamics of a turning44

mid turbine frame at their two-spool test facility, which was then used as baseline by Spataro et al. (2014a) to implement45

an advanced setup and to compare their performance. Furthermore, Spataro et al. (2014b) assessed the consequence of46

the induced unsteadiness on the subsequent modules, since it was found, that there is a great influence on the adjacent47

part’s performance. Further investigation on the effect of different operating conditions on the time-averaged flow field was48

performed by Axelsson and Johansson (2008) in the large-scale test facility at Chalmers University. For further interest,49

Göttlich (2011) reviews and discusses the different design concepts and their effects. Beyond the aerodynamic matters, a50

better understanding of the heat transfer characteristics of these structures is essential. For that reason, Osso et al. (2012)51

obtained detailed heat transfer measurements and highlighted the importance of validated models to appropriately predict52

the flow features and heat transfer of such components. With reference to the same lack of experimental heat transfer data,53

Johansson et al. (2014) and Johansson et al. (2015) equipped the vane surface of the test rig at Oxford Turbine Research54

Facility with thin film heat transfer gauges to study clocking effects. This short excerpt of research concerning the TCF55

shows, that there has been considerable effort to understand the flow and heat transfer processes in the hot gas part of this56

structure. However, due to increased thermal loading and integration of various functions, internal cooling is inevitable57

and challenging with the employed intricate duct geometries. Nevertheless, the currently applied prediction approaches58

are rather conservative since they are mainly based on empirical models. To advance these models, state-of-the-art design59

methods have to be deployed for an appropriate understanding of internal flow physics, which drive the convective heat60

transfer. The ability to reduce safety margins and specify flow field predictions due to more reliable models offers great61

possibilities to reduce internal cooling air consumption. However, a lack of studies which deal with the internal flow and heat62

transfer mechanisms of TCF geometries is discovered. Abou-Taouk and El-Alti (2006) are exclusively analysing a similar63

geometry by means of a commercial CFD tool. They obtain a complex flow field, which is distinguished by high velocity64

gradients and large vortical structures. Nevertheless, comprehensive validation of their model by obtaining experimental65

data would have been valuable.66

Hence, this work is focused at gaining insight into the flow processes of a TCF related geometry and validating advanced67

CFD models at the inherent flow fields. Therefore, a test rig is designed at the Institute of Aerospace Thermodynamics at68

the University of Stuttgart, which contains a scaled TCF model to experimentally examine the flow physics and enable a69

thorough validation of the applied CFD models.70

EXPERIMENTAL APPROACH71

The following section describes the experimental setup for the investigation of the internal flow field. In that frame-72

work, an abstracted geometry of a TCF ring segment is analysed, which contains the characteristic geometric features of the73

real engine part and is scaled accordingly by similarity in Reynolds and Mach numbers. To prove the transferability of the74

results, a CFD pretest study assured a similar flow field in the model compared to the real engine. Good optical access is75

facilitated, as the model is designed non-annular. Therefore, all originally curved surfaces of the cavity tip, cavity hub and76

fairing have been replaced in the test model by plane surfaces. The symmetric geometry comprises one fairing and half of
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Figure 1 Abstracted fluid domain with nomenclature and dimensions
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the connection panels on each side. Reynolds number similarity with the real engine defines the operating conditions and77

length scales of the test rig. Figure 1 shows the scaled test geometry with its dimensions and nomenclature. The geometry78

is composed of three main cavities, which are denominated as cavity tip, cavity hub and fairing. These segments cover79

maximum dimensions of 400 mm x 500 mm x 430 mm. Air enters the test section at the inlet and is accelerated through80

the elliptically shaped annular inlet gap as it passes into the cavity tip. The hydraulic diameter of the inlet gap is dh = 26.981

mm. It is highlighted in green in Figure 1. In this setup, the three main cavities form one complex hollow space, which82

provides only little guidance to the annular inlet jet. The strut crosses all of the referred cavities by being mounted on the83

bottom cover of the cavity hub. It is extending 35 mm upstream the inlet gap. In that way, the strut is disturbing the flow84

and contributes to an intricate flow field. Finally, the fluid exits the test geometry through five outlet gaps, each of height85

h = 4 mm and the respective width of the corresponding cavity. Due to manufacturing processes of the Perspex model, the86

cavities tip and hub had to be manufactured with inner corner radii of r = 12.5 mm, thus limiting the outlet gap’s width.87

As we proceed to the results and discussion, it will be of great importance to label each outlet for explicit interpretation,88

which has been done in Figure 1. Moreover, the coordinate system is defined for the present study, introducing the origin89

and therefore the geometry’s symmetry plane at Y = 0 mm.90

Experimental Setup91

The experimental facility including the Perspexmodel is depicted in Figure 2. Dry air is supplied by a compressor and is92

afterwards conditioned by a water-cooling system to ensure constant thermal fluid conditions throughout one test campaign93

at around T = 20 °C. The operating point is defined by the Reynolds number based on the hydraulic inlet diameter dh. In94

this study, two Reynolds numbers Re = 37,000 and Re = 74,000 are observed, which are set through varying the mass flow95

rate by adjusting the inlet pressure accordingly. The mass flow rate is controlled through an upstream choke valve and is96

then recorded by a thermal mass flowmeter (TMF) with an accuracy of ± 1.5 % of its reading. The measurement technique97

applied to resolve the flow structures is 2D2C Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV). This requires tracer particles, which need98

to be homogeneously seeded into the flow to determine spatially resolved velocity components. For this purpose, a seeding99

plenum is installed in front of the Perspex model. The pressure level inside the test section is defined by the ambient pressure100

and the pressure losses of its downstream components, which in turn depend on the mass flow regime. As exact knowledge101

of the operating and thermal conditions is essential for validation purposes of the numerical model, the temperature and102

pressure data is monitored through static pressure probes (PP) and thermocouples (TC) right before the fluid enters the103

Perspex model and in each outlet (see Figure 2). After each of the five outlets, the flow is guided through a nozzle into a104

pipe, where the mass flow distribution is then measured by five Prandtl tubes (PT). The top flow comprising the outlets 1.1105

and 1.2 is again monitored by a TMF, which allows the verification of the distribution measurement based on the overall106

mass flow balance. A filter is installed at the end to sieve the tracer particles from the air flow, before it is exhausted.107
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Figure 2 Experimental facility with Perspexmodel and PIV equipment installed for the measurement of the symmetry
plane
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PIV method108

A 2D2C-PIV approach is applied to measure the temporally-averaged velocity field, by means of a LaVision PIV109

system. The illumination of the measurement plane is carried out by a frequency-doubled Nd:YAG pulsed laser supplied110

by New Wave Research Inc. with a maximum energy of 200 mJ per pulse, 532 nm wavelength and an applied repetition111

rate of 8 Hz. A Topas atomizer produces the illuminated tracer particles, which are composed of DEHS oil with a mean112

diameter of approximately 0.15 μm and a maximum diameter of 1 μm. A CCD camera (LaVision Imager SX 6M), which is113

equipped with a 50 mm focal length Nikkor lens, is used to record the double-images. Each record comprises 2000 image114

pairs. The model geometry partially restricts the optical access due to its complex three dimensional design. To cope with115

this peculiarity and the mere size of the model, the camera is mounted on a traverse system, which allows to divide the116

entire field of view (FOV) into fifteen subsections (see Figure 2). These subsections are recorded individually and merged117

during post-processing. Each subsection covers a plane spanning approximately 184 mm x 147 mm and is subsequently118

masked to obtain the final domain. The operation of the system components as well as the post-processing is carried out119

by the commercial software LaVision DaVis 10.2. To determine the average particle displacement from each image pair, a120

multi-pass FFT cross-correlation algorithm is used. The multi-pass setting facilitates an enhanced spatial resolution along121

with high velocity gradients. The interrogation window size is consecutively decreased from 64 x 64 pixel to 32 x 32 pixel.122

The determined displacement vector field of the preceding pass serves as predictor for the successive passes, thus limiting123

the displacement space to a narrow range, which results in increased reliability at small interrogation window sizes.124

Numerical Simulations125

The numerical simulations of the TCF domain presented in this study are carried out using the flow solver Ansys CFX126

2021 R1. Extensive pretests revealed a highly unsteady nature of the internal flow, which required the application of the127

unsteadyReynolds averagedNavier-Stokes (URANS) approach. The turbulent structures aremodeledwith the two-equation128

shear stress transport (SST) turbulence model by Wilcox (1998). In order to spatially discretise the numerical domain, an129

unstructured mesh is created, which is based on tetrahedrons and consists of approx. 30 Mio. elements (see Figure 3). Due130

to expected regions of high velocity gradients, the mesh was locally refined. With respect to the boundary layer and in order131

to enable the use of a low-Re formulation at the wall, 14 prism layers are applied to achieve nondimensional wall distance132

values y+1 < 2 as specified by Menter et al. (2003a). To investigate the dependency of the results on the numerical grid,133

the grid was refined in several steps. Regarding the time-averaged velocity field and the mass flow distribution across the134

outlets, which will be discussed within this paper, the influence of the grid was found to be negligible. The physical time135

step of the unsteady RANS simulations was varied resulting in a RMS-averaged CFL number of 0.3 up to 30 (MAX-CFL136

= 15…1500). For a RMS-CFL ≤ 3, the transient behavior of the velocity fluctuations was shown to be independent. With137

respect to the time-averaged values, the dependency of the results from the physical time step was found to be negligible138

for a RMS-CFL ≤ 10. As the present study focuses on the time-averaged quantities, the physical time step was chosen to139

result in a RMS-averaged CFL number of approximately 10, in order to reduce the computational effort. In that process, the140

walls of the geometry are considered as hydraulically smooth and adiabatic. To ensure a reliable validation of the numerical

Plane Y = 0mm

Figure 3 Cross section of the numerical mesh with details
141

approach, the boundary conditions have been set according to the experimental data. Therefore the overall mass flow and142

the total temperature was defined at the inlet, whereas the respective static pressure served as boundary condition for each143

outlet. The turbulence intensity at the inlet is assumed to be 5 %. However, this parameter was shown to be negligible since144

the inlet plenum exhibits only low velocities. Moreover, the flow is strongly accelerated in the inlet gap, what decouples the145

turbulence intensity of the inlet and the calculated scale of the inner cavity to a large extend. To enable a fair comparison of146

different flow quantities with the experimental data, the flow solution is temporally averaged over 1.5 s after the simulation147

has converged and the time-averaged flow pattern has stabilized.148
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION149

In the following section, the results of this study will be discussed. Therefore, the mass flow distribution between the150

five outlets is initially considered, as it is an important parameter for the overall flow behaviour of the TCF. Afterwards a151

detailed analysis of the temporally-averaged flow field is carried out by comparing the numerical and experimental data in152

the symmetry plane. Based on these evaluations, a reliable assessment of the performance of the applied CFD method for153

the investigated geometry can be established.154

Mass flow distribution155

As first step, the mass flow distribution between the five outlets is consulted as general indicator for the flow behaviour.156

In the experimental setup, this parameter is obtained by employing the dynamic pressure measurements of the PTs in each157

outlet (see Figure 2). Therefore, the PTs are installed in the center of equal pipes with equal entrance lengths to ensure158

similar flow conditions. On that basis, the mass flow of each outlet ṁx is determined by the continuity equation, whereas159

the velocity is calculated using the PT-measured dynamic pressure. The thermal condition is acquired from the outlet160

thermocouples. Since this approach neglects the radial velocity profile, the calculated overall mass flow from the PT-data161

is calibrated with the overall mass flow measurement of the TMF. Based on the assumption of an identical velocity profile,162

the radially averaged velocity of each measurement position is determined. To verify the validity of this approach, the sum163

of the corrected mass flows of outlets 1.1 and 1.2 are compared with the measurement of the second TMF. Only a minor164

deviation of 0.6 % is distinguished, which demonstrates the validity. In the following analysis the relative mass flow rates165

are considered. The relative mass flow rate ṁrel,x is acquired by166

ṁrel,x =
ṁx

ṁ0
(1)

where ṁx denotes the mass flow at each outlet and ṁ0 the sum of the PT-based outlet mass flows. Figure 4 shows the relative167

mass flow rate ṁrel,x for the two examined Reynolds numbers. In that manner, a good overall agreement of numerical168

simulations and experimental analysis can be found. On average, the outlets of the cavity hub 2.2 and 1.2 issue the highest169

relative flow rates of 27.5 % and 25.3 %, respectively, whereas outlet 1.1 has the lowest at 12.8 %. Considering tip and hub170

exit flows separately, the hub outlets exhibit slightly more than half of the overall mass flow.171

Outlet 1.1

Outlet 1.2

Outlet 2.1

Outlet 2.2

Outlet 2.3

Figure 4 Mass flow distribution

A detailed comparison between the CFD and experimental data reveals maximum distribution deviations of 1.1 % for172

Re = 37,000 and 1.6 % for Re = 74,000. Additionally, it can be observed, that the mass flow rates of the three outlets of the173

cavity tip (outlets 1.1, 2.1 and 2.3) are slightly overestimated by the numerical simulation for either mass flow regime. On174

the other hand, the hub outlets (outlets 1.2 and 2.2) are underestimated. Furthermore, the distribution values are compared175

at each outlet individually to assess the effect of Reynolds number variation on mass flow distribution of experiment and176

CFD. As a result, it becomes apparent that for the experimental data, the mass flow distribution remains constant for varying177

Reynolds numbers. On the contrary, the CFD data indicates obvious changes. This, in turn, suggests a change in the internal178

flow topology of the CFDdepending on themass flow regime. To address these slight deviations to certain sources, a detailed179

flow field analysis of the internal flow processes is required.180
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Temporally-averaged flow field181

To enable a thorough interpretation of the flow physics, the temporally-averaged flow field for Re = 37,000 and182

Re = 74,000 is experimentally deduced through PIV measurements and compared with the results of the numerical simula-183

tions. In this respect, Figure 5 and Figure 6 depicts the spatially resolved in-plane velocityV and plane-normal vorticity ωy184

in the symmetry plane at Y = 0 (see Figure 3). This measurement plane comprises the largest field of view (FOV) and is185

therefore most suitable to expose substantial flow features. However, there are restrictions in optical access, which limit the186

measurement. The unsteady effects are not considered in detail, as this study aims at revealing the mean flow field, which187

mainly drives the overall heat transfer characteristics. In this study, the velocityV is normalized with the reference velocity188

Vre f and the distribution of the vorticity ωy is normalized with the hydraulic inlet diameter dh and the reference velocity189

Vre f .190

a) b)

1 47

2
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8
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Figure 5 Temporally-averaged flow field from exp. data (a) / num. data (b) and normalized vorticity ωy from exp. data
(c) / num. data (d) at Re = 37,000

Figure 5 shows the flow field at Re = 37,000, exhibiting a large-scale vortex in the right part of the fairing (2), which191

is driven by the annular inlet jet (1). That vortex, as one of the dominant characteristics, causes a strong upward facing192

flow on the right wall of the fairing (3). As the flow crosses the cavity tip, it is deflected by the top wall and develops an193

obvious stagnation point (4). One part is then fed back to the inlet jet as the other part heads towards outlet 2.1 and 2.3. The194

part of the inlet jet which is not captured by that vortex crosses through the fairing and impinges on the bottom and right195

wall of the cavity hub (5). Moreover, the flow field features another returning flow in the left part of the fairing, which also196

ends in the cavity tip (6). Due to the confined area with proximity to the inlet jet, a shear layer is discovered between those197

two counteracting fluid flows (7). Qualitatively the CFD exhibits a similar flow field, though a detailed analysis shows198

interesting peculiarities. As main feature of the flow field, the behaviour of the fairing vortex (2) is studied more closely.199

It becomes apparent, that the numerically predicted vortex is not extending as far into the fairing as the experimental data200

specifies. This is caused by the early detachment of the inlet jet from the strut, which enforces a more compact vortex core.201
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As another consequence, the jet impinges on the bottom right corner of the fairing, which appears as a pronounced stagnation202

point (8). Subsequently, that leads to a stronger concentration of higher velocities towards the right wall of the cavity hub,203

whereas the experimental data shows a more even distribution. This finding can be further assessed by consulting the plane-204

normal vorticity ωy in Figure 5 c) and d). The spatial extent of the counter clockwise rotating vortex and thereby the point205

of jet detachment is distinctively revealed by this distribution and emphasizes the preceding result. Another significant flow206

feature is the shear layer (7), which is developed in between the inlet jet and the returning flow in the left part of the fairing207

(6). Due to the earlier orientation of the jet towards the right part of the fairing, shown by the CFD data, the returning208

flow in the left part is not forced onto the outer left wall as strongly as the experimental data points out. Accordingly, the209

kinetic energy of the returning flow predicted by the CFD is more concentrated alongside the strut. In the upper part of210

the fairing, it is then interacting with the annular inlet jet, which is as well wrapped around the strut. Attributable to the211

higher kinetic energy, the returning flow separates the inlet jet at the transition of the cavity tip to the fairing and compels a212

cropped portion in a clockwise vortical motion back into the cavity tip (9), noticeable in Figure 5 d). Due to the vicinity to213

outlet 1.1, a higher local outlet mass flow rate predicted by CFD is expected and can be attested by reviewing Figure 4. This214

discrepancy will be elaborated in the later course of this discussion. To gain a deeper understanding of the flow physics, the215

normalized velocity V and vorticity ωy at Re = 74,000 can be explored in Figure 6.216

a) b)

c) d)

1011

Figure 6 Temporally-averaged flow field from exp. data (a) / num. data (b) and normalized vorticity ωy from exp. data
(c) / num. data (d) at Re = 74,000

Comparing the experimental results at different Reynolds numbers, it becomes apparent that the flow topology re-217

mains similar. Moreover, the velocity and vorticity magnitudes scale linearly with the Reynolds number, which is expressed218

throughmultiplying the normalization factorVre f with the Reynolds number difference factor of 2. For the CFD, this conclu-219

sion cannot be readily drawn. Upon sequentially studying the numerical results at differing Reynolds numbers, an obvious220

deviation in flow topology can be observed. In that process, a significantly greater accordance of the jet behaviour with221

the experiment is revealed as the results indicate a delayed and smoother detachment from the strut (10). The detachment222
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process determines the shape of the fairing vortex and the velocity distribution in the cavity hub, thus both characteristics223

show good matches as well. Moreover, the delayed detachment redirects the returning flow in the left part of the fairing224

towards the outer wall. With the attached jet reaching further down the fairing in that area, it causes higher levels of shear225

stresses alongside the strut, readily displayed by the elevated ωy values, which are in good accordance with the experiment226

(11). This shear layer extends into the cavity tip, hence reduces the local outlet mass flow rate and again, indicates a better227

agreement of CFD and experimental results at Re = 74,000. To evaluate the significance of the PIV results, a reasonable228

analysis of potential sources of experimental error is carried out. The sources of error as well as the approaches of their es-229

timation are manifold. In this study the root-sum-square of the individual sources is calculated to determine the cumulative230

influence. Generally, errors can be classified as random or systematic, where the random errors εR are mainly defined by231

statistical theory utilizing the ensemble size. On the other hand, the systematic errors εS depend on the experimental setup232

with its components. In detail, the calibration process, image acquisition and post-processing are considered according to233

ITTC (2008) to estimate εS. Additionally, the random error εR is evaluated in this study as defined by234

εR =
tσ√
Nt

(2)

where t describes the confidence coefficient, which was chosen to resemble a 95 % confidence interval. Moreover, σ de-235

notes the standard deviation and Nt the respective ensemble size. As a result, the relative random error is εR < 1.5 % and236

the relative systematic error is εS < 7.3 % for regions of higher velocities. Comparing the random and systematic error, it237

can be determined that the systematic error significantly exceeds the random errors, which highlights the importance of a238

thorough measurement implementation, as the overall uncertainty εPIV , calculated as root-sum-square of the two mentioned239

uncertainties, is mainly defined by the systematic uncertainty. For regions of lower velocities, e.g. vortex cores, very high240

relative uncertainties are disclosed. Consequently, quantitative comparisons in regions of low velocities are not meaningful.241

Nevertheless, the validation of the CFD data with this setup is feasible, since the flow topology is properly estimated and242

quantitative assessments in regions of higher velocities exhibit appropriate uncertainties.243

244

For a better quantification of the local flow physics, the results are evaluated along representative lines in Figure 7.245

As previously reported, the inlet jet detachment process from the strut can be distinguished as one of the driving charac-246

teristics of the flow field. It is therefore particularly examined in Figure 7 a). This plot shows the normalized vorticity247

distribution along the X-axis at Z = 205 mm from the strut (X = 177 mm) to the vortex center in the right part of the fair-248

ing, representing the area where the jet detaches from the strut. Positive values determine the spatial extend of the fairing249

vortex, whereas negative values indicate the shear stresses at the border of the jet. Considering the distributions from X =250

185 mm to X = 245 mm, a comparable development of the jet and fairing vortex can be stated for the experimental data.251

Both distributions indicate a detached jet through the negative vorticity values close to the strut at X = 185 mm. A mainly252

equivalent gradient up to the vorticity maximum at around X = 215 mm implies the following transition from jet to fairing253

vortex, which induces the constantly high vorticity levels in the middle of the right fairing cavity. The CFD predicts a sim-254

ilar distribution for Re = 74,000, also displaying a detached jet close to the strut and developing high vorticity levels with255

an equivalent gradient along the X-axis. The slightly higher peak at lower X values discloses a stronger vortical motion at256

the vortex border and drops onto an equivalent level towards its center. At Re = 37,000, obvious differences for the CFD257

predicted flow field can be discerned, underscoring the previous notion. After predicting a detached jet at X = 185 mm with258

a positive gradient, another even stronger shear layer at X = 200 mm is revealed, whereas the experimental data unveils259

the counter-rotating vortical motion of the fairing vortex. This vortex is then also exposed further in the fairing through260

the comparable positive vorticity magnitude. To further examine the displacement, a closer look at the X-position of zero261

vorticity is taken. This enables the exact distinction between jet and fairing vortex, which is crucial for deducing the spatial262

development. By reviewing Figure 7 a), it becomes apparent, that the position where the normalized ωy reaches zero can263

be found with a spatial deviation of ∆X = 1.2 mm for the experimental data at different Reynolds numbers and a deviation264

of ∆X = 4.4 mm between experimental and numerical data at Re = 74,000, which demonstrates a similar jet behaviour and265

deduced thereof a similar detachment position. However, the vorticity distribution of the CFD at Re = 37,000 exhibits zero266

vorticity ∆X = 23.0 mm further away from the strut compared to the experimental results. This substantiates the conclu-267

sion of an earlier jet detachment, since it displays the jet’s shear layer expanding further in the fairing. In order to expose268

the source of the deviations in Figure 7 a), Figure 7 b) presents the normalized velocity component in Z-direction on the269

left side of the strut right after the inlet gap at Z = 390 mm. The streamwise velocity component of the inlet jet w allows270

to assess the streamwise kinetic energy. From these distributions it can be discerned, that the experimental data for both271

Reynolds numbers disclose an equivalent flow pattern, indicating an upward facing flow from X = 20 mm to approximately272

X = 50 mm. Afterwards, w reverses towards the strut to peak close to the strut’s surface (X = 63 mm), which is induced by273

the inlet jet. The velocity distribution can only be measured in a distance up to 1.5 mm from the strut due to strong laser274

reflections on its curved surface. Therefore, boundary layer effects are not distinguishable alongside the strut. The CFD re-275

sults at Re = 74,000 indicate a similar flow structure as suggested by the experiments but exhibit a slightly increased velocity276

magnitude in the center of the jet, whereas the velocity decreases faster towards the outer shear layer. A similar behaviour277
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a) Z = 205 mm b) Z = 390 mm

Figure 7 Comparison of exp. and num. vorticity (a) and w-component (b) distribution at two Reynolds numbers

of the applied SST turbulence model was identified in a study by Menter et al. (2003b), who reports an underestimation of278

streamwise kinetic energy in the wake of an object and an overestimation in the free flow. For the lower Reynolds number279

CFD case, this lack of streamwise kinetic energy ultimately forces the jet to detach and develop the pronounced vortical280

motion due to the opposing flow on the outer left wall of the fairing (see (6) in Figure 5 a)). This is further emphasized by281

the peak at approximately X = 58 mm and a decreasing velocity magnitude towards the strut. Moreover, the distribution282

reveals a 12.5% lower normalizedw component at its peak compared to the CFD results at Re = 74,000, which also suggests283

the strong interaction with the opposing flow.284

CONCLUSIONS285

In this study the internal flow physics of a scaled and abstracted TCF geometry are investigated. Therefore, a test rig286

is designed to obtain experimental data and validate the applied numerical models. This comparison is conducted at two287

operating points. As a first indicator, the mass flow distribution between the different outlets is observed. Generally, a288

good overall accordance of experimental and numerical data can be stated. Though, a close inspection suggests a change289

in internal flow topology depending on the Reynolds number for the CFD, as the mass flow distribution slightly shifts,290

whereas the experimental data remains constant. This hypothesis is then validated through detailed measurements of the291

time-averaged velocity by means of 2D2C-PIV. The resulting flow field exhibits a dominant vortex in the fairing and is292

furthermore represented by complex formations of shear layers. Beginning with the Re = 37,000 mass flow regime, the293

driving deviation is an early detachment of the annular inlet jet from its center body predicted by the CFD. As a result,294

the spatial extent of the fairing vortex and the velocity distribution in the cavity hub is affected. Considering the opposing295

side of the strut, the returning flow also indicates a displaced velocity distribution. This ultimately forces a portion of the296

inlet jet into a pronounced vortex in a confined area of the cavity tip. Analysing the flow field at Re = 74,000, a significant297

improvement compared to the experiment is reported. The location of jet detachment and the inclination is predicted well298

by the CFD. Consequently, a similar flow field compared to the experimental data develops comprising all essential flow299

features. To reveal the source of this bifurcation in the numerical data, a detailed analysis of the vorticity and velocity300

magnitude at two representative lines in cavity tip and fairing is conducted. It becomes apparent, that the change in flow301

topology can be attributed to an underestimation of streamwise kinetic energy of the applied SST turbulence model. This302

ultimately leads to a different mean flow structure for the lower Reynolds number. Generally, the approach to deploy303

sophisticated CFD models to predict the flow regime of such TCF components promises to enhance the engine cooling304

efficiency. However, this study demonstrates the need for a comprehensive validation of such models with the respective305

boundary conditions, since there can occur discrepancies in flow predictions. To further enhance the reliability, detailed306

investigations of different turbulence models can be performed. Nevertheless, this approach significantly improves the307

fidelity of the TCF design process compared to network approaches applying empirical models.308
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NOMENCLATURE309

Flow quantities310

dh = hydraulic diameter of the inlet gap [mm]311

ṁ = mass flow [kg/s]312

Re = Reynolds number [-]313

T = temperature [°C]314

V = velocity [m/s]315

w = velocity component in Z-direction [m/s]316

ω = vorticity [1/s]317

y+1 = nondimensional wall distance of the first node [-]318

Operators319

[−] = averaged quantity320

Subscripts321

ref = reference quantity322

rel = relative quantity323

x = variable outlet number324

y = perpendicular to y-plane325

0 = overall quantity326

Abbreviations327

CFD = Computational Fluid Dynamics328

CFL = Courant-Friedrichs-Levy number329

DEHS = Di-Ethyl-Hexyl-Sebacat330

FFT = Fast Fourier Transform331

FOV = field of view332

PIV = Particle Image Velocimetry333

PP = pressure probe334

PT = Prandtl tube335

RMS = root mean square336

TC = thermocouple337

TCF = turbine center frame338

TMF = thermal mass flowmeter339
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